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Enabling you to deliver your infrastructure - data centres, cloud computing
and managed services built to Change the Way You Work
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Change The Way You Work
Infrastructure

Understand your IT infrastructure set up

Our IT Infrastructure services can provide a tailored IT solution for your
business. Our flexible approach allows us to build out bespoke packages
that fit your specific needs. What’s more, our transformation experts will
work with you to determine the exact requirements your business has
across your whole organisation, and design and implement cloud based
infrastructure that provides a scalable and secure solution.
Our goal is to support the design, implementation and operation of your
IT infrastructure from data centre to device and to help IT teams deliver
improvements through increased agility, flexibility, reliability and to also
help reduce Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).

What IT infrastructure
management can do for you
\\

\\

Increase capacity

\\

Backup information

\\

by cutting out
maintenance tasks

in case of data loss

Maintain smooth-running

communication platforms for
clients and colleagues

Lower the risk of cyber attacks
and data theft

Benefits of an effective IT infrastructure strategy
\\

\\

Highly secure data,

as a result of increased measures
and reliable firewalls to deter
cyber attacks

Better business
communication

\\

\\

for clients and colleagues
with smooth, reliable
collaboration systems

Improve efficiency

by cutting out server
maintenance tasks –
adopt cloud computing

IT management will
cut down costs

by adopting cloud – no
more money spent on
servers and hardware

Why choose Intercity for your IT
infrastructure management
At Intercity, we will ensure that every aspect of your IT infrastructure strategy is put in
place professionally. We believe that saving your business money and making day to
day work easier to manage is extremely important.
Not only will a successful network infrastructure management strategy make
work easier to handle by removing the stress of managing security measures and
hardware maintenance, it will also make you and your team more efficient and
increase productivity.

Our 4 step approach
to delivering your
infrastructure
1.

Understand your setup

2. Determine business
requirements
3. Design and implement
Cloud Infrastructure
4. Implement a
scalable network

Who we do it for

Want to
change the
way you work?
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About Intercity

101 -114 Holloway Head
Birmingham, B1 1QP

Intercity Technology is a leading enterprise mobility and IT solutions specialist. With our
UK based 24x7 monitoring and management capability we deliver world class service
and unrivalled technology expertise to keep businesses secure, drive productivity and
enhance performance.
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